
3M™ Hot-Melt Applicator and Adhesives

Fast setting adhesives.
Applied for speed and

durability.



The next generation of 3M Hot Melt Applicators for our TC/TC-Q Adhesives is here!

The comfortable, efficient design of our new 3M Hot Melt Applicator TC/TC-Q combines
our previous TC and Quadrack models while still offering regular and low-temperature
versions to ensure you can utilise our various adhesives. This new applicator delivers
high quality and cost efficiency with a new and improved lightweight, economic design.

Improved features include a new soft-feel handle for more comfortable use. The updated
design also incorporates a new heater housing that heats the glue more evenly before
feeding it straight through the gun, resulting in a smoother application.

3M Hot Melt Applicator
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Please note that the technical information and data provided within should be
considered representative or typical only and should not be used for specification
purposes. User should evaluate the product to determine whether it is fit for a
particular purpose and suitable for user's method of application.

To learn more about how Adept Industrial Solutions can assist your business with the right product for your application, contact
Kieran or Adel at Adept Industrial Solutions on 1800 008 590.

Safety
First!

Do you have the right safety PPE for your employees? When involved with
industrial abrasives or aerosol spray adhesives and cleaners, safety glasses or
goggles, as well as a respirator may be the workplace safety you need.

Converting
Converting to die cutting can add value to any product by increasing
design flexibility and freeing designers from many constraints, resulting
in higher quality finished products.

Heats up fast and even easier to use.

• Heats in just 6 minutes from room temperature.

• Adjustable trigger for different outputs per trigger pull, or to suit different hand sizes.

• Narrow profile for better nozzle visibility to help with accuracy.

• Sturdy base keeps the tool upright when not in use so glue doesn't melt back.

• No Quadrack converter needed; easily interchange a Q or TC style hot melt adhesive stick.

Whether you are in Construction, Electronics, Furniture, General Industrial, Signage, Specialty Vehicle, Transportation
or Woodworking, there is a 3M Hot Melt Adhesive to suit your application.

3M Scotch-Weld Adhesives to suit the new Hot Melt Applicator TC/TC-Q

TCQ 3738 - Tan 5kg:
High delivery rate and long bonding
range. General purpose for wood, plastic
and furniture.

TCQ 3762 - Tan 5kg:
Fast setting for corrugated packaging,
recouperage etc. Low cost, general
purpose.

LTQ 3762LM - Light Amber 5kg:
Low Melt version of 3762. Fast setting
for packing applications, beadboard,
corrugated and displays.

TCQ 3764 - Clear 5kg:
Flexible at low temperatures. Can bond
many plastics and polyolefins. Good
impact resistance.

LTQ 3792LM - Clear 5kg:
Low Melt. Long bonding range. General
purpose for heat sensitive substrates, eg.
POS displays.

The 3M Hot Melt Adhesive system are fast setting adhesives, applied for speed and durability.


